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You’ve worked hard for your success. You’ve never settled for “average” and never rested on your successes.  
You’ve always strived for more, pushing yourself to do and be better. 

You haven't been okay with “normal” in your professional life, so you shouldn’t in your personal recreation either.

Welcome to the 2021 REGENCY® luxury pontoon boat lineup—six stylish models that have been carefully crafted to  
provide innovative comfort and convenience features to the most discerning and deserving boaters.

Serve your friends a relaxing dining experience in a secluded cove. Treat your family to an afternoon of  
exciting watersports. Celebrate a life moment with a special date night.

Regardless how you use it, your REGENCY is quality crafted for long-lasting luxury, comfort and convenience.  
And, it will also provide you spirited performance via the tritoon design.

All to elevate your experiences on the water.

ExperienceELEVATE YOUR
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The REGENCY® team designs and develops every luxury pontoon boat in the lineup to provide  
convenient comfort for the entire outing.

One way to do that is through the seating. Easily the most noticeable, and most often enjoyed, feature, our plush lounge seating  
can be found throughout every model, albeit in a variety of forms and layouts. Regardless the configuration, the seats feature 

multidensity foam and an industry-exclusive suspension system that doesn’t require springs.

The seats all house deep storage compartments below. And, every model expands the storage opportunities with  
STOW MORE™ seat-back compartments, providing more easily accessible storage.

Other easy-to-appreciate features include interior LED lighting, a Bluetooth® stereo, easy-to-deploy Bimini tops (powered on the LE3 
Sport and LE3 models and QUICKLIFT® on the DL3 models) and more.

It all comes together to provide you comfort like no other.

Storage options include deep underseat space w/lockable lid & in-floor compartment 

COMFORT MARRIED TO CONVENIENCE

Interior lighting Powered Bimini (LE3 Sport & LE3 models only)Bottle & glass holders

Plush seating throughout

ATTRACTIVELY

Easy-to-access seat-back compartments

STOW MORETM SEAT STORAGE SYSTEM

Elevated helm w/Lowrance® chartplotter & Kicker® stereo
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In addition to comfort and convenience, every REGENCY® luxury pontoon 
boat is designed to provide spirited performance via the tritoon setup.

No optional upgrades needed!

Each model comes factory-rigged with three 26"-diameter pontoon logs 
with lifting strakes (two on the middle log, one on the inboard side  

of each outer log), wave-deflecting underpinning, hydraulic steering  
and a Mercury® outboard. The result is a pontoon boat that gets on plane 

and maneuvers like a sport boat.

Ready to experience luxury in motion?

PERFORMANCE
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REGENCY® craftspeople put a lot of care into ensuring every detail of 
every model comes together just right.

Below-deck or above, every component you see—as well as those you can’t—
has been crafted to assure you years of safe outings. Let’s take a closer look 
to see the strength beneath the styling.

PONTOON LOGS
We craft the 26" logs using sheets of .100 marine-grade aluminum that are 
cut with plasma cutters to exact specifications for a perfect fit and finish 
every time. In addition, every log is multichambered and pressure-tested 
twice. They all feature our DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 powdercoating, which 
provides an easy-to-clean, extremely sleek finish for years to come. That 
same powdercoating is used on the railings and Bimini hardware.

DECK & DECK SUPPORT
To maximize your safety, we create an extremely durable deck structure.

It starts with M-shaped brackets attached to the top of the pontoon logs. 
The brackets act like the foundation of a house by providing a solid base for 
the extruded Z-bar cross members bolted to them. On the outboard sides, 
the brackets are full-length for maximum support, but they’re staggered 
inside for access to cables and wiring.
 
If the M-brackets are the foundation, the Z-bars are the floor joists.  

They run the full width of the boat and are variable spaced to provide support 
where needed without adding unnecessary weight. The Z-bars feature a box-
beam structure to ensure there are no exposed fasteners below deck.

Speaking of the deck, we use ¾"-thick, seven-ply, pressure-treated marine 
decking that is warranted for the life of the boat. We secure the deck to the 
Z-bars with TEK fasteners that friction weld to the bars.

In addition, every REGENCY features U-frame assemblies at the bow and 
stern that tie the Z-bars together and add more strength.

ABOVE DECK
We use 1 ¼"-thick aluminum rails that sit upon rail spacers to allow for 
draining and ventilation. We also install sound- and vibration-deadening 
insulation strips between the fence and railings for a quieter ride.

We take the same care with the furniture! Every seat base is rotomolded 
in-house. Then, we upholster the furniture with marine-grade materials to 
stand up to water, sun and other elements for years.

All that, combined with marine-grade wiring harnesses, fiberglass consoles 
and more result in a line of pontoon boats that are as long lasting and rugged 
as they are luxurious.

And it’s all backed by our 10+LIFE Warranty!

QUALITY IN THE DETAILS

• 10-year bow-to-stern warranty

• Limited lifetime structural & deck warranty

• Provisions for transfer to second owner

• One-stop factory warranty resolution

• Full coverage during warranty period—no pro-rating
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250 LE3 SPORT

The REGENCY® 250 LE3 Sport provides a crew of 14 the means to experience adventures in luxury and comfort.

For those who enjoy the sport side of life, three 26” pontoon logs, complete with lifting strakes—a 350-horsepower rating, 
ski tow pylon and more provide exhilarating performance for watersports. The switchback lounge provides a comfortable 
sport to watch the action. For luxury and comfort, sleek styling, plush lounge seating, a snapless mooring cover and the 
STOW MORE™ seat storage system has you covered. And for all times on the water, the Bluetooth® stereo provides  
a soundtrack to every moment.

IN LUXURY

REGENCYBOATS.COM 11250 LE3 Sport shown with Cognac interior, Black Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

IN THE FAST LANE

Just as the name implies, the REGENCY LE3 Sport Series spans the line between luxurious pontoons and sporty 
styling with sleek curves and eye-catching color schemes. Inside both models, you and your guests will be treated 
to a number of amenities that are as comfortable for watersports as they are for entertaining and relaxing.

For example, aft, each LE3 Sport model features a switchback lounge. Flip the backrest one way to create the 
perfect place to lounge while you spot for a wakeboarder, or flip it the other way to create a comfortable couch for 
sitting around the table. Speaking of the table, it can be set up at fore and aft positions and has two heights (coffee 
table or dining) for maximum versatility. And wherever you’re lounging, you’re going to love the premium sound 
from the Bluetooth® stereo system.

Other not-so-small details include a rear-facing camera, powered Bimini top, extra-large ladder and snapless 
mooring cover!

LE3 SPORT SERIES
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250 LE3 SPORT

The REGENCY® 250 LE3 Sport provides a crew of 14 the means to experience adventures in luxury and comfort.

For those who enjoy the sport side of life, three 26" pontoon logs—complete with lifting strakes—a 350-horsepower rating, 
ski tow pylon and more provide exhilarating performance for watersports. The switchback lounge provides a comfortable 
spot to watch the action. For luxury and comfort, sleek styling, plush lounge seating, a snapless mooring cover, powered 
Bimini top and the STOW MORE™ seat storage system has you covered. And for all times on the water, the Bluetooth® 
stereo provides a soundtrack to every moment.

IN LUXURY
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STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

14/1,950 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

350

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

27 ft. 5 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.Shown with Cognac interior, Black Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black Metallic

Platinum

Copper Red 

Charcoal Metallic

Cognac

Black Metallic

Black Metallic

Platinum

Black Metallic

Charcoal Metallic

Plus freight and prep. See page 45 for details.

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 250 L Verado® (STANDARD)

Mercury® 350 L Verado®

$75,995 
$80,815

FOR MORE DETAILS

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS

250 LE3 SPORT
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STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

14/1,950 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

350

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

27 ft. 5 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.Shown with Cognac interior, Black Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black Metallic

Platinum

Copper Red 

Charcoal Metallic

Cognac

Black Metallic

Black Metallic

Platinum

Black Metallic

Charcoal Metallic

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 250 L Verado® (STANDARD)

Mercury® 350 L Verado®

$79,995 
$84,815

FOR MORE DETAILS

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS

250 LE3 SPORT
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MEETS SPIRIT
The REGENCY ® 230 LE3 Sport melds style, spirit and sophistication in a luxury pontoon boat 
package that is ready for watersports or relaxation.

On the thrilling side, this model features three 26" pontoon logs, which work with the  
Mercury® outboard to provide plenty of performance for watersports and cruising. The aft port 
switchback lounge can be set up to provide a comfortable place to lay back and watch the action,  
and the rear-facing camera helps the driver know when they’re ready to go.

Just as thrilling, but in a quiet, relaxing way, the plush seating throughout provides comfort  
for relaxing, chatting and just enjoying time with those who matter most.

230 LE3 SPORT
REGENCYBOATS.COM 17



 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

12/1,700 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

250

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

25 ft. 4 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 200 L FourStroke w/DTS (STANDARD)

Mercury® 250 L Verado®

$67,995 
$72,780

FOR MORE DETAILS
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230 LE3 SPORT

STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

Platinum

Copper Red 

Black

Cognac

Black

Black

Platinum

Charcoal

Black

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS
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 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.Shown with Platinum interior, Charcoal Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.



250 LE3 SPORT

The REGENCY® 250 LE3 Sport provides a crew of 14 the means to experience adventures in luxury and comfort.

For those who enjoy the sport side of life, three 26” pontoon logs, complete with lifting strakes—a 350-horsepower rating, 
ski tow pylon and more provide exhilarating performance for watersports. The switchback lounge provides a comfortable 
sport to watch the action. For luxury and comfort, sleek styling, plush lounge seating, a snapless mooring cover and the 
STOW MORE™ seat storage system has you covered. And for all times on the water, the Bluetooth® stereo provides  
a soundtrack to every moment.

IN LUXURY

REGENCYBOATS.COM 21250 LE3 shown with Tan interior, Indigo Blue fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

CLASSY &

Entrancing curves and color themes. Richly upholstered lounges. Charming and convenient amenities. 
Spirited performance.

The REGENCY® LE3 Series invites you and your guests out for an exciting, luxury-filled day of cruising, 
relaxing and laughing while catching envious stares from passersby.

Choose from the 250 or 230 model. With either one, you’ll be treated to four extremely plush lounges, 
as well as reclining helm and co-captain’s chairs. In addition, you’ll enjoy a removable table with two base 
locations and two pedestal heights, premium stereo system, powered Bimini top, swim platform with a 
boarding ladder, raised helm station and more!

LE3 SERIES
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GRADE A

With a 25' 1 ½" deck, the REGENCY® 250 LE3 is an extremely spacious luxury 
pontoon boat for those who want more room, more comfort and more performance 
in a top-grade package.

Onboard, a crew of 14 can relax in the four plush lounges and two high-backed 
bucket chairs throughout. All four lounges feature the STOW MORE™  
seat storage system, lighted drink holders and extensive sound system. There’s also 
a movable table, powered Bimini and in-floor storage for even more convenience 
and comfort.

When not lounging, the entire crew will enjoy the huge performance capabilities 
provided by the three powdercoated pontoon logs and Mercury® outboard  
(up to 350-horsepower available). 
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STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

14/1,950 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

350

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

27 ft. 5 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.Shown with Cognac interior, Black Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 250 L Verado® (STANDARD)

Mercury® 350 L Verado®

$75,995 
$80,815

FOR MORE DETAILS

250 LE3
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Shown with optional second Bimini top and Tan interior, Indigo Blue fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black

Platinum

Copper Red 

Charcoal

Platinum

Black

Black

Platinum

Black

Charcoal

Shown with Tan interior, Indigo Blue fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.



The REGENCY® team designed the 230 LE3 to provide agile performance, classy styling and 
convenient comfort in a luxury pontoon package.

For performance, this model includes three 26" powdercoated pontoon logs with lifting strakes.  
For the styling, powdercoated rails pair perfectly with sleek fencing.

And for comfort and convenience, the standard features include four spacious lounges, each with 
our STOW MORE™ storage system. It also includes fore and aft table base locations,  
a dash-mounted depthfinder/chartplotter, raised helm, Bluetooth® Kicker® stereo,  
snapless mooring cover and powered Bimini top.

NIMBLE
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STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See.regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

12/1,700 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

250

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

25 ft. 4 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 200 L FourStroke w/DTS (STANDARD)

Mercury® 250 L Verado®

$64,995 
$69,780

FOR MORE DETAILS
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Shown with Platinum interior, Black Metallic fencing and Charcoal Metallic logs and rails.

Platinum

Charcoal 

Black

Tan

Black

Charcoal

Platinum

Black

Charcoal

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS

230 LE3



250 LE3 SPORT

The REGENCY® 250 LE3 Sport provides a crew of 14 the means to experience adventures in luxury and comfort.

For those who enjoy the sport side of life, three 26” pontoon logs, complete with lifting strakes—a 350-horsepower rating, 
ski tow pylon and more provide exhilarating performance for watersports. The switchback lounge provides a comfortable 
sport to watch the action. For luxury and comfort, sleek styling, plush lounge seating, a snapless mooring cover and the 
STOW MORE™ seat storage system has you covered. And for all times on the water, the Bluetooth® stereo provides  
a soundtrack to every moment.

IN LUXURY

REGENCYBOATS.COM 31230 DL3 shown with Tan interior, Pearl White fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

WELCOME TO YOUR

A sunset cruise with your family. Dinner at your favorite restaurant. An afternoon of lounging. Wherever your 
happy place, the DL3 Series offers the comfortable amenities you need to enjoy every moment to the max.

The 230 DL3 and 250 DL3 have different layouts aft, but they both offer a number of the same features. 
While the 230 has dual aft couches and the 250 has a switch-back lounge, both feature dual bow couches 
with a ton of storage space. And don’t forget about the QUICKLIFT® Bimini top, Bluetooth® stereo and swim 
platform with the ladder!

Where’s your happy place? Right here.

DL3 SERIES
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A MODERN

The REGENCY® 250 DL3 is the largest in its series, and it uses every inch of its 25' 1 ½" deck  
to provide a crew of 14 an extensive array of luxurious comfort and convenience features.

On deck, you’ll find dual bow lounges and an aft switch-back lounge—a padded backrest can be 
flipped to service those on the L-lounge, or provide comfort to those on the double-wide lounge.  
All the seating provides deep storage below, as well as additional seat-back compartments that  
can be accessed without standing up. 

More than just comfortable, the 250 DL3 features three 26" pontoon logs with lifting strakes  
for excellent performance. 
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250 DL3



STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

14/1,950 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

350

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

27 ft. 5 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 200 L FourStroke w/DTS (STANDARD)

Mercury® 350 L Verado®

$58,995 
$68,600

FOR MORE DETAILS

250 DL3
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Shown with Platinum interior, Copper Red fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

Platinum

Copper Red 

Black

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black

Platinum

Charcoal

Black

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS



The REGENCY® 230 DL3 is here to escort you and your friends and family to a pleasurable 
time on the water, whether that’s relaxing in a cove or cruising to nowhere in particular.

At rest or on plane, you’ll enjoy comfort and convenience at any of the four couches 
throughout, thanks to the suspension system and STOW MORE™ seat storage system. 
Don’t worry, we didn’t forget about the captain! They get to enjoy a high-backed chair 
sitting on a raised platform. There’s another high-backed chair at port for the co-captain.

Speaking of cruising, the 230 DL3 features three 26" pontoon logs with lifting strakes. 
Combined with up to a 250-horsepower outboard, deck underpinning and hydraulic 
steering, this provides runabout-style handling.

FUN TIME
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230 DL3



STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

Premium color options available. See regencyboats.com for details.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. See regencyboats.com for more details.

 INCLUDES INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.

12/1,700 lbs.

FUEL CAPACITY

52 gal.

MAX. REC. HP

250

LOG DIAMETER  

26 in. 

DECK WIDTH

8 ft. 6 in.

LENGTH 

25 ft. 4 in.

SPECIFICATIONS

This innovative seat storage system 
includes a compartment in select 
seat backs that increases storage in 
those lounges by 50%.

Plus freight and prep. 

ENGINE OPTIONS
Mercury® 150 L FourStroke (STANDARD)

Mercury® 250 L Verado®

$49,995 
$59,460

FOR MORE DETAILS

230 DL3
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Shown with Platinum interior, Charcoal Metallic fencing and Black Metallic logs and rails.

Tan

Pearl White

Black

Platinum

Charcoal

Black

INTERIOR

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS



The designers at REGENCY ®  Boats go to great lengths to ensure every model provides an elevated level of comfort that  

matches its style. From the padded flooring to the intricately stitched upholstery to the plush cushions,  

every component is a joy to look at and experience.

Switch-back lounge (adjusted for facing aft) Switch-back lounge (adjusted for facing forward)

INTERIOR COLORS

MOCHA LUNA GUNMETAL

COGNAC TAN PLATINUM

Standard flooring with Tan and Cognac interior options. Standard flooring with Platinum interior option.

POSH

Posh plushness
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AGGRESSIVELY LUXURIOUSAGGRESSIVELY LUXURIOUS
Unlike most pontoon brands that feature bare aluminum logs, railings and Bimini hardware, every 

REGENCY® pontoon boat comes standard with the DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 finish. This long-lasting color 

application pairs perfectly with the metallic fence color schemes, creating a brilliant work of art that demands 

the attention of passersby.

PEARL WHITE FENCE

BLACK METALLIC POWDERCOAT

INDIGO FENCE

COPPER RED FENCE

CHARCOAL METALLIC POWDERCOAT

BLACK METALLIC FENCE

CHARCOAL METALLIC FENCE

FENCING COLORS

LOG & RAIL COLORS

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

FENCING

FENCING

LOGS & RAILS

LOGS & RAILS

COLOR OPTIONS: LE3 & LE3 SPORT MODELS

COLOR OPTIONS: DL3 MODELS

Some color options shown are premium upgrades available at extra cost. Visit REGENCYBOATS.COM or your local 
dealer for more information, including premium color pricing.

Platinum

Charcoal

Black

Platinum

Copper Red

Black

Tan

Charcoal

Charcoal

Tan

Copper Red

Charcoal

Platinum

Charcoal

Black

Tan

Charcoal

Black

Platinum

Black

Black

Platinum

Indigo Blue

Black

Tan

Pearl White

Black

Tan

Indigo Blue

Charcoal

Platinum

Copper Red

Black

Tan

Copper Red

Black

Platinum

Charcoal

Charcoal

Platinum

Copper Red

Charcoal

Tan

Black

Black

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black

Platinum

Pearl White

Black

Tan

Pearl White

Black

Platinum

Pearl White

Black

Platinum

Indigo Blue

Charcoal

Tan

Black

Charcoal

Cognac

Pearl White

Black

Platinum

Indigo Blue

Black

Tan

Indigo Blue

Black

Platinum

Black

Charcoal

Tan

Charcoal

Black

Tan

Copper Red

Black

Cognac

Black

Black
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On the water, you want to protect your guests from the sun. Off the water or in the slip,  
you want to protect your REGENCY boat from the elements.

REGENCY has you covered everywhere.

Every model comes with a Bimini top to provide shade from the sun. The Bimini top is powered on 
the LE3 Sport and LE3 models and extended via the QUICKLIFT® deployment system on the DL3 

models.

To protect the playpen, the LE3 Sport and LE3 models come standard with a snapless, trailerable 
mooring cover. The DL3 models are available with the cover as an option. 

Other than covers, we also offer options like a STOW MORE™ cooler and grill to help you upgrade 
your on-the-water experience.

QUALITY COVERS QUALITY COVERS 
& ACCESSORIES& ACCESSORIES

Rail-mounted grill Soft-sided cooler for STOW MORETM compartment

OTHER ACCESSORIES
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FREIGHT
  ZONE 1 $1,325

  ZONE 2 $1,425

  ZONE 3 (CANADA) $1,600

  ZONE 4 (ALASKA) $6,100

 ZONE 5 $1,475

PREP
ALL ZONES $475

ALL MODELS    ALL MODELS

The prices in this brochure are listed “Plus freight and prep.” Freight charges are the cost of shipping the boat 
from the factory to the dealer. REGENCY® uses zoned freight rates that reflect the costs of shipping boats to 
each geographic area, or zone, in North America. Prep charges cover the costs the dealer incurs for labor and 
supplies necessary to complete a pre-delivery inspection and prepare the boat for delivery to the customer. 
Freight and prep charges are set by the factory and added to the price of boats shown in this brochure and on our 
websites, based on the dealer location selected by the customer.



GALVASHIELD IMPACT COATING
GALVASHIELD 
IMPACT 
POWDERCOAT 
W/CHIP-
RESISTANT 
FINISH

CONVERSION COAT 
FOR SUPERIOR 
ADHESION

GALVANIZED  
(ZINC COATED) 
INSIDE & OUT

REGENCY® offers an optional trailer for those who might want to travel with 

their boat over land.

We custom-fit our trailers to match the model they support and include extra 

features to enhance your towing experience. Plus, every trailer is crafted 

tough with an all-welded frame and our exclusive GALVASHIELD® Impact 

powdercoat finish, which is extremely corrosion and chip resistant.

COLD FORMED 
STEEL FOR EXTRA 
STRENGTH

IMPACT

TRAVELTRAVEL
WITH EASEWITH EASE
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At REGENCY,® we’re honored to help boaters like you share elevated experiences  
with close family and friends. As you chronicle those moments onboard your pontoon,  

we invite you to share them with us via any of the social media channels below.  
We look forward to seeing how you enjoy your REGENCY!

KEEP IN TOUCH

@REGENCYBOATS

Welcome to luxurious outings on the water, where you can leave the mundane behind to 
spend upgraded time with family and friends.

Photos may show optional or special edition equipment available at an additional cost. Local taxes, license, registration and doc fees vary by state and are in addition to prices shown. Prices are approved by the manufacturer. 
Details in pricing, savings, features and promotions may vary by location and are subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited by law. Best efforts are used to ensure the accuracy of our advertising, however, errors, 

inaccuracies or omissions may sometimes occur. We do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of information. We reserve the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions at any time and to cancel any order 
with no further obligation to you. Applicable tariffs may affect final price. See your local dealer for complete information. Prices shown do not include dealer freight and prep charges, unless otherwise noted. F.O.B. Springfield, 

MO, USA. Prices shown are based on United States currency. © 2021 White River Marine Group, LLC 

ABOARD
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YOUR AUTHORIZED REGENCY® DE ALER




